


WELCOME TO  

THE CHURCHILL BAR  
& TERRACE

Introducing the newest chapter in our signature cocktail journey, UNITY by 
Water, a sequel to last year’s UNITY cocktail menu. This year, UNITY evolves to 
meet the essence of Water, with sustainability at the core of the cocktail list.

Continuing the legacy of last year’s success, the new menu is a testament to 
collaboration, where, once again, Bar Manager Gaston Fusco and his team of 
talented mixologists merge their expertise, infusing their diverse backgrounds 

into 12 unique concoctions, each a celebration of culture and craft. 

Embracing the vital element of Water, we have embarked on another 
sustainable endeavour. Harvesting rainwater atop our hotel, we transform 
it into bespoke tonics with Mediterranean, Asian, Caribbean, and Middle 

Eastern nuances, embodying the essence of each region. Additionally, we 
explore innovative techniques like maceration, infusion, and the use of an 
Ultrasonic Homogenizer, repurposing breakfast leftovers, and embracing 

creativity in our cocktails.

Behind the scenes, our new laboratory is a playground for experimentation, 
where the bar team’s passion for chemistry and mixology converge. From 
concept to creation, every element of our new cocktail menu reflects our 

dedication to creativity and sustainability.

We hope that as you sip your way through the UNITY by Water menu, you will 
experience the artistry of our creations and enjoy Water’s timeless allure in 

unique ways.

BIENVENIDOS  |  BEM-VINDO  |  いらっしゃいませ



Water
is the only substance found 
on Earth naturally in 3 forms. solid liquid gas

3% of Earth’s water is fresh water. 97% of 
the water on Earth is salty water.

1 drop
per second. A faucet can 
leak 300 gallons per year.

is the average time for a US resident to use 
the same amount of water that flows over to 
the Niagara Falls in 1 second.

of water is what a bath requires. A 
five-minute shower uses only 10 to 25 
gallons.

 7.5 years

 70 gallons



HARVESTED RAINWATER
cocktail selection

We have embraced sustainability by implementing a ground-
breaking approach to crafting our tonics. By harvesting rainwater 
from the rooftop of our hotel and utilizing a 9-stage Gravity Water 

Filter System, we transform Water into bespoke tonics. The result is a 
collection of custom-made tonics that not only celebrate our world’s 

diversity but also embody each region’s essence.

crafted Mediterranean Tonic

crafted 
Caribbean 
Tonic

crafted 
Middle Eastern Tonic

crafted 
Asian 
Tonic



Marino is a tribute to the eternal dance between land and sea, a symphony 
of flavours that celebrates the beauty and majesty of the marine world.

MARINO 

REMY MARTIN 1738 ACCORD ROYAL COGNAC 

BELLE DE BRILLET PEAR LIQUOR, CRAFTED CHURCHILL’S MEDITERRANEAN 
TONIC WATER AND MARINE AROMA

£ 21

HARMONIOUS | DELICATE  |  FRAGRANT

We created this cocktail based on the Caribbean’s freshness, climate, and 
joy. A tropical paradise where every moment feels like a postcard-worthy 

escape.

FRESH SOUL 

AMAZZONI MANIUARA GIN 

COCONUT AND CRAFTED CHURCHILL’S CARIBBEAN TONIC WATER

21£

TROPICAL   |   VIBRANT   |   REFRESHING



日本

Asia is home to the third longest river in the 
world, the Yangtze River, measuring 3915 miles.

This cocktail draws inspiration from Kyushu Island, where people live in 
harmony with nature’s power. It is where Shōchū was born, full of energy 

and life…

NAGOMI 

IICHIKO SILHOUETTE SHŌCHŪ 

SHISO BITTERS AND CRAFTED CHURCHILL’S ASIAN TONIC WATER

£ 21

LEAFY | MILLENIAL  |  RARE



MIDDLE EAST

There are 8 main transboundary rivers located 
in the Middle East Region.

Brings typical flavours from the Middle East, where cultures are diverse 
but united by food, aromas, and magical moments.

PURITY

DESI DARU ORIGINAL VODKA

CARDAMOM AND CRAFTED CHURCHILL’S MIDDLE EASTERN TONIC WATER

21£

CLEAN   |   AROMATIC   |   FLORAL



Alness is a town in Scotland near the mouth of the River Averon. Extreme cold 
weather, rain, and stiff wind are part of this eccentric place where a complex 

cocktail will bring ‘’life’’ creating momentum.

OCEANICO

DALMORE 12-YEAR-OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 

BANANA RUM, NORI LIQUOR, WOODY BITTERS AND                     
ARANCIA AMARA AROMA

£ 21

SENSUOUS | COMPLEX  |  UNIQUE

Following the water ritual to attract love from Mexico, we created a complex 
cocktail where Mexican roots and culture are highlighted in the liquid. 

WATER

MAYAJULES MEZCAL 

CORN LIQUOR, ITALIAN BITTER AMARO, PRICKLY PEAR AND                    
DARK & STORMY FOAM

21£

BOLD   |   DISTINCTIVE   |   RICH



ASIA-EUROPE

The entire length of the Ural River is 
considered the Asia-Europe boundary.

Sapphires are said to confer honour and even immortality. The gemstone 
symbolizes wealth and knowledge, bringing a soft, deep blue aroma into 

the glass.

DEEP SAPPHIRE

WHITLEY NEIL CONNOISSEUR’S CUT GIN LONDON DRY

KRITAMO, SHIKUWASA CITRUS LIQUEUR, VINHO VERDE

£ 21

EARTHY | CRYSTAL | MARINE



EUROPE

About 88.2 % of Europe’s freshwater use comes 
from rivers and groundwater.

From the hotel breakfast to your glass, this cocktail saves leftover 
croissants from waste. We bring sustainability to life by utilizing ingredients 

that can add a significant flavour to cocktails.

REINVENTION

FREUD WHISKY 

CROISSANT WASH, TOASTED FENUGREEK, SUZE, SODA WATER AND 
PROSECCO

21£

BUTTERY   |   NUTTY   |   ROBUST



Bringing together the main essence of the Caribbean style and adding the 
eccentric touch of South America, Palo Santo brings harmony, peace, and 

tranquillity, adding positive energy to the environment.

MOMENTUM

CARUPANO RUM 18 YEAR OLD

PALO SANTO CORDIAL, PEDRO XIMÉNEZ AND OCEAN BITTERS

£ 21

VIGOROUS | WELL-STRUCTURED | SAVOURY

*contains fish*

Kyoto’s sunset inspires this cocktail, that special moment when colours 
blend with the magical temples. June is the month associated with the rainy 

season in Japan and is referred to as ‘’minazuki’’ or ‘’the month of water’.

MYSTIQUE DROPS

MANCINO SAKURA 

FIRST PUNCH ESSENCE, LONDON DRY GIN, SUMAC REDUCTION, AMARO 
AND PETRICHOR ESSENCE

EXOTIC   |   TEMPING   |   FLAVOURSOME

£ 21



£ 21

This cocktail pays tribute to Ara San Juan, the Argentinean submarine that 
disappeared in 2017 in the South Atlantic Ocean, where 44 sailors could not 

return home.

TRIBUTE 44

MANCINO CHINATO 

ATLANTIC COCKTAIL ESSENCE, WHITE VERJUS, AMARO AND       
CUCUMBER BITTERS 

CONTROVERSIAL | ELECTRIFYING | PERKY

21

Inspired by a “happy” grafting accident where Alphonso mangoes 
originated. Nowadays, this mango is one of the most famous worldwide.

DESTINY

DESI DARU MANGO VODKA 

MYSTICAL HERBS REDUCTION, LABDANUM CORDIAL AND SEA GRAPES

£

PERFUMY   |   STYLISH   |   ENERGETIC



The premium
collection



44£

MAESTRA BERTHA

CASA DRAGONES ANEJO TEQUILA

PEDRO XIMENEZ, ANGOSTURA BITTER, TOASTED PECAN BITTER,          
BLACK TRUFFLE PERFUME

NUTTY | CARAMEL | SAVOURY



MAJESTY

THE GLENTURRET 12 YRS. HIGHLAND SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

GRAHAM’S PORT 40 YRS, MANCINO ROSSO, ABBOTTS BITTERS

EXCEPTIONAL   |   OAKY   |   GLAMOROUS

44£



Thank you for embarking on this flavourful journey with 
us and celebrating diversity and sustainability through our 

signature cocktails. 

Let’s raise a glass to shared experiences and a 
commitment to our planet.

Cheers!

THANK YOU




